
Dear Customer, 
 
I would like to update you on the current status of Kurtz Family Vineyards and the 
current products that I have available.  Once again my thanks to Ric Einstein, the 
Opinionated Red Bigot for providing the basis of these notes.  The full details of his 
visit are available at torbwine.com 
 
Kurtz Family Vineyards 2004 Boundary Row GSM (55%/25%/20%) 
 
The bouquet is attractive and shows its fruit driven character. Unobtrusive, smooth 
tannins produce an excellent mouth-feel and combine with lively acid to lift the fruit. 
The palate shows signs of warmth; the flavour profile is savoury, with plum, milk 
chocolate, and blueberry fruit, it's a damn good barbecue wine and well and truly 
drinkable. Medium-weight with a supple consistency; the complexity is agreeable and 
the wine is still tight. Rated as Agreeable with ***** for value; drink over the next 
three years.  This is the first vintage that fruit has been sourced from an 85-year old 
dry grown bush vine vineyard in the Kalimna region of the Barossa valley.  I believe 
that this considerably adds to the complexity of this wine. 
 
Kurtz Family 2004 Boundary Row Shiraz:  
 
A brooding, savoury, spicy bouquet leads to a palate of plum, nutmeg and chocolate 
flavours that finish with reasonable persistence. It's well backed by unobtrusive, silky, 
dusty tannins and whilst it is not showing a lot on the back palate now, hopefully it 
will fill out with a bit of time. A clean, modern-style, it is medium-weight with a 
supple consistency and solid structure, which makes it a very easy-to-drink, great 
crowd-pleaser. Rated as Agreeable with **** for value, whilst it's approachable now, 
with another couple of years in the cellar, the rating should improve. 
 
Kurtz Family Vineyards 2004 Seven Sleepers 
 
Is an unusual blend of Cabernet, Shiraz, Petite Verdot and Grenache - but it works. 
Deceptive! An easy-drinking, fruit-driven wine that’s perfectly balanced and put 
together; the Cabernet component dominates. Blackcurrant and mint, its savoury, but 
there is a sweet lower layer of chocolate as well. Ample-weight with a supple 
consistency and harmonious complexity, it’s most enjoyable and will be perfect with 
pasta. Rated as Agreeable with ***** for value, it is a steal and every home should 
have a couple of cases. 
 
Kurtz Family Vineyards 2003 Lunar Block Shiraz  
 
The bouquet shows clove, blackberry and coffee, so there is a fair amount of oak 
influence, but less than in previous years. Fine, powdery, drying tannins combine with 
fresh, lively acid and pure fruit to produce an ample-weight, well-balanced wine with 
a supple consistency, solid structure and agreeable complexity. Clove, plum, black 
cherry, a minor amounts of dried herbs, and slightly green tannins, (which are no 
doubt are a product of the vintage); the wine finishes with good length and whilst my 
rating might be seen as a bit harsh, it is a good result for a difficult year. Rated as 
Recommended with **** for value, drink from 2009 and beyond. 
Please note that this wine will be available in December, but I am taking orders to 
ensure that sufficient quantities are retained for Mail Order customers.  Payment can 
be made now or delayed till I notify you that the wine is available. 
 
 
 



Previous Vintage Wine: Limited stock is available of the following wine: 
 
Kurtz Family 2001 Lunar Block Shiraz: 
 
The bouquet is beautifully perfumed fruit and coffee oak. The palette has ultra fine- 
grained tannins that are totally unobtrusive and provide a solid backbone to hold the 
wine together and provide a lovely mouth feel. Savoury coffee and clove from the oak 
combine with sweet underlying red berry fruit and savoury blackberry flavours. Like 
all the wines from this winery, it is full-bodied, has a solid structure and firm 
consistency. The complexity is harmonious and agreeable, the wine just slips down 
and it is ready to be drunk now. This wine has been matured in the bottle prior to 
release but should continue to improve for some time to come and as with all my 
wines decanting prior to serving is recommended. 
 

Wine Show Results 
 
2004 Boundary Row GSM: Silver Medal – Class 69: ‘Dry Red Wine, single variety 
or blends – 2004 vintage’. Australian Small Winemakers Show 2006. 
 
2004 Boundary Row Shiraz: Silver Medal – Class 62: ‘Shiraz – 2004 vintage’. 
Australian Small Winemakers Show 2006 
 
2004 Seven Sleepers Dry Red: Bronze Medal – Class 69: ‘Dry Red Wine, single 
variety or blends – 2004 vintage’. Australian Small Winemakers Show 2006 
 

Latest Reviews 
 

2004 Boundary Row GSM: “I have tasted (and bought) quite a few Kurtz wines over 
the years. They always offer good regional flavours and excellent value. Aromas of 
cherry, berries, meat and slightly obvious coconutty oak. A little VA and reduction 
but nothing unpleasant. On the palate the wine shows its class with flavours of red and 
black fruit, cherries, meat, dried herbs and a little sappy oak. Full bodied with good 
rich fruit but nothing sweet or jammy - the overall impression is savoury. Soft supple 
tannins and a some warming alcohol. Finishes dry. A hearty and satisfying GSM 
offering excellent value.” 90 points-Tasted March 07   Gary Walsh- Winorama 

 
2004 Boundary Row GSM: “Layers of bright cherry, camphor and aniseed aromas.  
Big, chewy, chocolate palate with plums and prunes and an attractive perfumed 
character.  Long, well balanced and a tad hot.”- ����1/2 Winestate March/April 
2007. 

2004 Boundary Row GSM: “There is great value to be found in this Grenache 
dominant wine from little known Barossa producer Kurtz, its powerful "pepper and 
spice" mid palate a defining feature. Add to the positive's ledger a palate of delicious 
plum and raspberry-like fruit flavours that linger nicely and you have a terrific wine 
well worth seeking out. This bottle disappeared remarkably quickly.” 92 points. 
Tasted December 2006- Grant Dodd The Wining Pro. 

 

 



 

2004 Boundary Row Shiraz: “Another good value wine from a relatively unknown 
(apart from those in the know) producer. The vineyards are located in the Light Pass 
sub-region of the Barossa Valley. Lifted aromas of rich berry, dark cherry fruitcake, 
pepper, dried mint and a little sweet vanilla oak. Really fragrant and attractive. On the 
full-bodied palate sweet ripe berry and dark cherry fruit mixes with leather and dried 
herb to create a fairly savoury flavour profile. A shake of pepper and spice serves to 
add further interest. Firm tannins and a little warmth from alcohol. Good length. 
Packed with flavour and value.” 90 points-Tasted March 07   Gary Walsh- Winorama 

2003 Lunar Block Shiraz: “Think soft and cuddly. Think chocolate, mocha, a touch 
of spice, but think of this as a familiar old friend with whom you can find the comfort 
zone right away. Settle back, put up the feet, grab the remote and just keep filling the 
glass. It will disappear really quickly. Lovely, approachable, siphonable Barossa 
Shiraz.” 92 points. Tasted January 2007- Grant Dodd The Wining Pro. 

2003 Lunar Block Shiraz: ���� Winestate July August Issue 2007. New releases. 
 
2004 Seven Sleepers Dry Red: “Rich, syrupy nose with gamey/leathery complexity. 
Powerful and complex cherry and spice palate.  Excellent balance between the oak 
and the fruit and still showing great freshness.” ����1/2 Winestate March/April 
2007. 
 
Ordering: 
 
If you would like to order any of my wines please complete the contact us section on 
our web page and I will be back in touch as soon as I possibly can.   
 
If you have any questions, queries or comments please contact me on 0418 810 982 or 
via my email address: enquiries@kurtzfamilyvineyards.com.au 
 
Thank you for considering the purchase of my wines and I trust that you will be 
satisfied with your purchase. 
 
Regards 

 


